In this note, we study harmonic function spaces of probability measures on fusion algebras of C*-tensor categories and show that almost ergodicity is equivalent to ergodicity for amenable fusion algebras, which generalizes a result due to S. Popa for probability measures associated to subfactors. § 0. Introduction Nowadays fusion algebras play an important role in the index theory of subfactors. Roughly speaking, fusion algebras are a certain kind of discrete hypergroups with dimension functions. An important class of examples is provided by bimodules as follows. Let A be a IIi -factor and ^ be a category consisting of A-A bimodules with finite index. We assume that # is closed under direct sum, irreducible decomposition, conjugation and unitary equivalence, and denote by 5 the set of all unitary equivalence classes of irreducible bimodules. Then the free vector space C[*S] over S becomes a fusion algebra, where multiplication is defined by A -relative tensor product. The quantum dimension provides a dimension function on S (see [11], [19]).
In this paper, we will generalize these results to arbitrary probability measures on fusion algebras of C* -tensor categories (in particular, on fusion algebras of bimodules). The proof is simpler than Popa's original one even if we restrict our arguments to the subf actor case.
The author is grateful to Professor Shigeru Yamagami and Professor Fumio Hiai for fruitful discussions and suggestions on the present subject. He also would like to thank the referee for careful reading. §1. Basic Terminologies
In this paper, we will freely use the notations given in [10] (C* -tensor categories, Frobenius duality, minimal traces, quantum dimensions, etc.). We also use the notations and the results in [12] . A tensor category consisting of N-N bimodules with finite index (N being a Hi -factor) has a C*-tensor category structure in our sense (see [36] for the proof). It should be remarked that in studying fusion algebras associated with C* -tensor categories, C* -tensor categories may be assumed to be strict, thanks to the coherence theorem. (Any C*-tensor category is isomorphic to a strict one. In particular, their fusion algebras are isomorphic, see [39] , [40] and [10, Theorem 1.4] .) Thus, throughout this paper, C*-tensor categories are always strict, semisimple and they have conjugation and Frobenius duality. For the basic terminologies on subf actor and bimodule theory, we refer to [4] , [6] .
Definition (cf. [16] ). Let C[*S] be a fusion algebra with the multiplicative unit / 6 S. Take two probability measures //, v on S and fix them. For a function /e/ 00^) ,
The vector space consisting of all (//, v)-harmonic functions is a closed subspace of /°°(5'), which is referred to as the (ju,v)-harmonic function space. The same is true for the left or right harmonic function spaces.
Notations. (I)
Let ^ be a C*-tensor category and C [5] be the associated fusion algebra. For each X,Y e Object(#), we write IT -JT (g) r,
(2) For a von Neumann algebra M, we denote its center by Z(M).
§2. The Relation between Harmonic Functions and Elements in
Let ^ be a C* -tensor category and C[S] be the associated fusion algebra with the unit / e S. Take and fix a symmetric, generating (equivalently, nondegenerate) probability measure JJL on S such that / e support(yu). By using JLL, we can associate a von Neumann algebra A ao (X) and a Hilbert space Jifoo to an object X in ^ as defined in [10] (see also [9] ). For convenience, A^(I] is often denoted by A^. Since the ergodicity of JLL is not assumed, A ao (X) may not be a factor. We summarize some properties of A ao (X) and Xao proved in [10] .
(1) The von Neumann algebra A QO (X) has a canonical tracial state ?x(= T4 00 (A r )) J which is constructed from minimal traces and the unique tracial state on the AFD Hi -factor R. (Sometimes we omit the symbol "X", )" and denote a trace simply by i if no confusion occurs.) where .x e Z^o^X)) (the center of A 00 (X)) and / is a left //-harmonic function. ("£"' means the trace-preserving conditional expectation.) (6) where the left hand side is a relative tensor product with respect to the canonical trace explained in (1 Proof. Thanks to the previous proposition, we have In this section, we will show some properties of harmonic function spaces. The tensor category # is always assumed to be finitely generated. 
Proof. Take a projection p E Z(A ao ) HZ(A^(X)).
Let / be the left //-harmonic function corresponding to p. i.e., ) By using this fact, he also proved that Z(A/ r/ flM 00 ) is either atomic or diffuse. This implies that in the fusion algebra generated by 7vL 2 (M) jV , the S NJL I ( M^ -harmonic function space is either atomic or diffuse. Therefore, Theorem 3.2 is a generalization of his result.
Let v be a probability measure on 5 which satisfies the same assumption as ju. Take a family of mutually orthogonal projections {e' s } seS from the AFD Hi -factor R such that Proof. We have only to prove that Z(A OD^00 (u,u)) = C, thanks to (6) . Proof. Since <C[S1 is commutative, the (^,//)-harmonicity is equivalent to the left // 2 -harmonicity. Hence by applying Proposition 3.4, we see that ju 2 is ergodic. Then // is also ergodic. D Remark. In [12] F. Hiai and M. Izumi introduced the concept of weak amenability for fusion algebras by requiring the existence of an invariant mean, and this is equivalent to the existence of a generating, symmetric and ergodic probability measure (see [10] [9]). Hence the above corollary implies that C[S] is weakly amenable if it is commutative. Although we consider only fusion algebras which come from tensor categories, this fact remains valid in general (see [5] ).
The next corollary is useful in Section 4. 
.) by seS
Take an ultrafilter co. Because {>> y } y is a norm-bounded sequence, it converges weakly to some element in Z(^l 00]00 ( y u,^)) = C as j -> co, whereas seS Thus {yj}j converges weakly to g(I) as j -» co. Since co is arbitrary, we also have yj -> g(I) weakly as j -> oo. This implies
lim lim Y^ f(s)g(t)ju n (s)6 s * ju k (t) = lim t(xyk) k->oo «->oo ^-•' A:^oo

= /(/)»(/). n §4. The Equivalence between Almost Ergodicity and Ergodicity In Amenable Fusion Algebras
Let N^M be an extremal IIi-subfactor of finite index and amenable graph with the Jones tower denoted by N <= M c M\ c • • • c M^. In [31, Corollary 6.4], Popa proved that "the center Z(JV / flM 00 ) is either trivial or infinite dimensional" by using his characterization of amenability. Equivalently, under the assumption of amenability, if dimZ(A^/nM 00 ) < oo (he called this condition almost ergodicity), then Z(A^/nM 00 ) must be one dimensional (ergodicity). This fact implies that the harmonic function space of Let ^ be a C*-tensor category and <C[S\ be the associated fusion algebra. Let ^ be a symmetric, generating probability measure on 5 such that support (//) 9 /. We assume that the left harmonic function space of ju is finite dimensional and denote its dimension by «o-Then Z(A CO ) is finite dimensional and we denote a basis of Z(A QO 
[X] = (dim A X).(dimX B ).
Lemma 4.2. For each X e Object (^), (1) L(X)(iJ) = T(Pi Pj} d(X) =
Proof. First we introduce "the commutant of traces" according to [35] . Let N be a II i -fact or with the unique tracial state r and N acts on a Hilbert space H. By a general property of normal representations (see [Takesaki's book]), there exist an index set J and a projection p e N such that 
Thanks to the factoriality of A 00 (YY*)
op p h a trace on it is unique up to scalar multiples. Hence we get (2) is a direct consequence of (1).
Lemma 4.3.
For each X, Y e Object^), the following statements hold:
Proof. Thanks to the additivity and the multiplicativity of quantum dimensions ( [19] , [11] ), (1) and (2) are easily shown by using the isomorphism The equality (3) is also trivial from the conjugation-invariance of quantum dimensions.
For the proof of (4), we use the following well-known (and obvious) fact: Let N be a Hi -factor and N%N, jv^v be two N-N bimodules with finite index. Then we have the inequality
Finally, (5), (6) and (7) In the rest of this section, we always assume that ^ is amenable.
Corollary 4.5. For each X e Object (#), we have A(X] =M(X).
Proof. Let Y be an object such that YY* is a generator. (2) is a consequence of (1) (1) In the case that ju = d x x* for some X e Object(#) (in particular, the subfactor case), we can work with Ocneanu's path-space construction of bimodules to get the result in Theorem 4.8: We just repeat our arguments by replacing as follows: In the group case, Theorem 4.8 holds without the assumption of amenability. More strongly, in [15] it is shown that the Poisson boundary is either trivial or diffuse. Here we can present a direct proof of this fact by using our methods as follows. Final remark. Although we consider fusion algebras coming from C*-tensor categories (in particular, bimodules), there exist some fusion algebras which do not admit a C* -tensor category structure (in particular, they cannot be realized by bimodules). Fusion algebras of this kind are dealt with in [34] , for example. Our methods established in this paper heavily depend on the properties of a C* -tensor category and we do not know whether the present results remain true or not for fusion algebras which do not come from C* -tensor categories.
